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saludos
The Peña Flamenca de Londres provides a convivial meeting place for anyone interested in 

flamenco – dancers, singers, guitarists, aficionados and our many visitors.

It  follows the tradition of a typical Spanish peña flamenca in providing good flamenco at a 
reasonable price in a friendly atmosphere.  We stage monthly professional shows eight times per 
year with artists resident in the UK and those visiting from Spain.

At our Members’ Nights (Juergas) three times a year anyone can perform with professional backing 
if required (or take the stage before a professional show)

The Peña Flamenca de Londres was founded in 1984 and is run by an elected committee of 
volunteers.  It is honoured to have as joint Presidents world-renowned flamenco guitarist Paco 
Peña, and Maribel la Manchega, a favourite performer both in Spain and the UK. It has never 
been grant-aided or sponsored, resting solely on the hard work of the committee and its dedicated 
officers, and the support of members. For monthly updates join our email list: info@flamenco-
london.org.uk

location and dates 
Church Hall of the Church of the Holy Apostles, Cumberland Street (Lupus Street end) SW1V 

4LY. Tube: Victoria or Pimlico. Buses C10, 360, 24.  
Dates: Second Sunday in month but not August. 

how to join  
Through the website, pick up a form at Admissions at peña, by post through our membership 

secretary, Piers Johnson, 57 Yarmouth Crescent, London N17 9PQ  
or email info@flamenco-london.org.uk

committee 
Clive Crawford, chair; Lindsey Purchall, treasurer; Piers Johnson, membership; Ladan Sheybani, 

minutes; Caroline Wolff, event co-ordinator; Yumi Whyte, publicity; Steve Carr, photography; Vera 
King, editor Flamenco News; Alan Haigh, website and emails; John Ward, entrance; Maurizio Piga, 

Rita Volante, Sarah Coleman. Ex-officio translation Shelagh Kavanagh. 

submission guidelines 
Please submit text with all paragraph returns, special characters and accents. 

Submit scanned images at 300dpi, and digital photographs as maximum-size original unedited 
files. (JPEG or TIFF). Please also include photographer credits and Who-Where-When captions. 

One full page of type = approximately 550 words.max.

contact details 
Vera King, londonpena@gmail.com, 0207 703 6893 

Flamenco News is the magazine of the Peña Flamenca de Londres. 
Opinions expressed therein are not necessarily those of the Peña.  

www.flamenco-london.org.uk  
Copyright © 2017 Peña Flamenca de Londres
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editorial

membership details
Membership £24 Free gift every attendance. 
Associate membership – seniors/pensioners £12. Membership is now renewable online at www.
flamenco-london.org.uk via Paypal 
This involves a Paypal admin fee of £1. It is not necessary to have a Paypal account.

admission
Members. Special shows £10. Monthly shows/juergas £5. No charge for Juerga performers. 
Non Members. Special shows  £15. Monthly shows £12. Juergas £10. 
Juerga performers £5 (refundable if joining on the night).

June 10 will be a special 
memorial day when 
former students of Maribel 
la Manchega will be 
performing dances she 
taught them. It will be a 
memorial: the Peña itself 
organised homenaje in 
2016 when we knew – as 
did she – what the outcome 
was likely to be.

The picture here was taken 
at the Christmas peña 
when Ron Hitchins and she 
were swept onstage so that 
we could all thank them 
both for their stalwart 
support over the years. 
Maribel died in Spain a 
week later.

Tributes to her are on Page 8/9, together with 

her favourite picture, taken 
with joint president Paco 
Peña at her homenaje. She 
had it framed specially. 
They first met performing 
at Antonio’s Spanish 
restaurant in Long Acre in 
the Sixties. 

•••

Steve Carr has written a 
very interesting and useful 
commentary on Brexit (see 
p4-5). This should not be 
read as indicating that the 
Peña Flamenca de Londres 
has any political views 
as we are a non-political 
organisation.

Clive Crawford,  
chair, Peña Flamenca de Londres

Maribel and Ron Hitchins 
at the December 2017 Peña

APPEAL

We need a new membership secretary to replace Piers Johnson, who 
has held the position for several years.  
It is an important post in that the membership secretary is the first 
point of contact with new people who perhaps do not know anyone.

Records are mostly computerised. Whoever holds the post is a 
member of the committee, which normally meets at the venue before 
Doors Open.

We are a pretty friendly bunch.

VK
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Longtime member Mike 
Briody who was one of a team 
of guitarists who played for the 
Greenwich group in its heyday, 
writes with more information 
on gypsy guitarist Manitas de 
Plata, whose every appearance 
met with adulation. This was in 
the Sixties and Seventies (see our 
Autumn 2017 issue).

Mike, who has recently taken up 
the guitar again, writes, “I think 
I was at the Albert Hall concert 
that David Bateman wrote 
about” and encloses a print-out 
of the entire programme. It was 
indeed the same, it’s dated 1978 
and was a return appearance at 
the Royal Albert Hall.

Manitas de Plata (Man with hands of silver), 
born 1921, did not leave home near Arles 
until he was 44, when he was persuaded to go 
to America, the trip resulting in five sell-out 
appearances at the Carnegie Hall.

Publicity says he subsequently gave 150 
concerts in the UK, 14 of them at the Royal 
Albert Hall. H’m. (He was certainly at RAH, 
and toured the UK.) He was also on television: 
who can forget the idolising introduction he 
was given on the Rolf Harris show?

A statue of the gypsy guitarist was erected in 
Monpelier in the summer.

•••

After attending several of the performances 
at this year’s Sadler’s Wells gala I was surprised 
-astonished even – at the number of people 
who did not bother to buy a programme. Yes, 

it is interesting to look around 
the foyer to spot any friends/
acquaintances who may be 
present. But more useful to 
read through the programme 
to see what the artists are 
aiming at, what they have 
already done, etc. 
This year’s gala was the 15th. 

The printed programme was 
itself a tour de force. True 
it had gone up by a pound, 
thereby adding £5 to the cost of 
the seat, but so well-designed, 
so packed with information, 
so well-worth keeping as a 
souvenir.

Josephine Jones, Eltham
•••

Commenting on Steve Carr’s review in 
our Autumn issue on Rocio Molina at The 
Barbican, Purita Stephenson, who danced 
in London as Purita d’Aznar but now lives in 
Perpignan writes:

Steve Carr’s review of Rocio Molina’s 
performance gave me a smile. Curiously, 
Geoffrey(her husband) picked up a copy of 
Le Monde, and in it a review of the Biennale 
d’art Flamenco at the Chaillot Theatre in Paris.  
Molina was one of the performers, and being 
French the review was very graphic!   I have no 
doubt now about the crisp packet!!!!   

(Steve had referred to an S&M- type costume 
featuring an open bag of Walker’s crisps stuck 

to her crotch. He neatly avoided any further 
explanation by observing “You had to be 

there!”. 

(Apparently in Paris they were!  - Editor)

letters

Rocio Molina
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flamenco
Whatever your view about Brexit, whether you 

are a Brexiteer or a Remoaner or neither, it is 
now clear many things will change after we have 
left the EU.  As an international art, flamenco 
in this country will be affected. I look here at 
one issue, the potential impact on the several 
hundred flamenco performers who travel here 
every year to put on flamenco shows, take part 
in festivals or to teach at dance schools. 
A primary concern is for the hundred or so 
professional flamenco artists from Spain and 
elsewhere in Europe who currently live in the 
UK and appear in the numerous flamenco 
venues around the country. At some point in the 
not too distant future they may have to choose 
between settled status in the UK or in Europe. 
Not knowing where they now stand, some are 
leaving, some are planning to leave and others 
are waiting to see what happens. 
For flamenco artists based in Spain or elsewhere 
in the EU, the logistics involved in planning a 
trip to the UK in order perform or teach are 
likely to become complicated.

carnets
It will no longer be simply a matter of booking 

a Ryan Air flight and a hotel.   Paperwork is 
likely to be needed. One possibility is that 
performers will need “carnets”.   
Carnets are an existing system whereby 
musicians need to get import exemption 
certificates for their instruments, equipment 
and promotional merchandise when travelling 
between Europe and many countries around the 
world. 
After Brexit, without a Customs Union covering 
cultural exchange, the system is likely to apply to 
travel between Europe and the UK (and in the 
other direction).Older dancers and musicians 
will remember carnets and the trouble they 
caused. 
The carnet system was introduced by the 
Istanbul Customs Convention in 1961 and was 
applied for international travel until the EU 
came along and lifted them for travel between 
its member states. If carnets do return between 
the UK and the EU, flamenco groups would 
need to get an Admission Temporaire (ATA) 

carnet from a local Camara (chamber of 
commerce), which can cost hundreds of Euros. 
Proof of purchase and ownership and valuation 
of items are also often required.  
Once obtained, the carnet would need to be 
presented both on entry at UK customs and 
again on exit. Musicians who currently transit 
via Switzerland have to get such carnets, and 
touring groups often slip up, having to pay fines 
for not having the right documents. 
Anyone who has travelled to the US with 
musical or other equipment will know 
how difficult their carnet documentation 
requirements can be. A final statement by the 
UK government has yet to be made on the issue 
of carnets.  
If free movement is ended between the EU and 
UK, artists may be required to apply for a visa-
waiver when visiting. The UK currently grants 
visa-free entry to citizens of 56 countries around 
the world and UK nations quality for visa-free 
access to the Schengen area, along with 61 other 
countries. The European Travel Inspection 
and Authorization System (ETIAS) applies to 
arrivals from countries that have been granted 
visa free entry into the Schengen area. 

visa-waiver?
The EU intends to update the ETIAS as a 

biometric data collection scheme (the Entry-Exit 
Scheme) from 2020 and will apply it to anyone 
entering, whether from a visa free country 
like the UK or from those countries that do 
require visas to enter Schengen. The EU has 
confirmed that it is prepared to apply ETIAS to 
UK nationals after Brexit. However, to date, the 
UK has not explicitly said if it will recognise the 
ETIAS for EU nationals entering after Brexit. 
The government has strongly hinted that it is 
considering an alternative to ETIAS or, even if it 
does accept them, it might apply an additional 
visa-waiver scheme, citing the US Electronic 
System for Travel Automation (ESTA) certificate 
as a possible model. 
Canada and Australia run similar schemes. 
ESTAs is a piece of paper to be carried with you 
and can be tricky. The Italian singer Damien 
McFly was turned away from the US recently 
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and brexit
and missed his biggest ever gig because he 
was not carrying an updated ESTA document 
with his passport. Whether it is to be ETIAS 
or ESTA, or both, that the UK ends up with, 
the fastest that both visa waivers can currently 
be obtained is 72 hours, making last-minute 
bookings or artist substitutions quite a 
challenge.    
Parliament’s Digital, Culture and Sport 
Committee in January looked at the impact of 
Brexit on the cultural industries and called for 
an overhaul of the visa and visa-waiver system 
to support the cultural sector. 
The London Borough of Camden has 
proposed a “London Visa” system with 
performers and musicians especially in mind. 
The Musicians Union and other groups who 
presented to the Parliamentary EU Home 
Affairs Sub-Committee in February also 
suggested a special performers visa or visa-
waiver.   There have been no government 
statements in response.

salary-levels?
Setting aside whether there is to be a visa 

or visa waiver system in place after Brexit, 
performers wanting to locate here for work 
rather than for social or touristic reasons may 
also need to satisfy wider criteria of the new 
UK immigration system. 
Existing UK immigration arrangements use 
salary levels as the main measure by which 
non–EU migrants are eligible for tier 2 UK 
work related visas, and if similarly applied 
to EU migrants it is possible that lowly-paid 
artists, musicians and performers seeking to 
come here would be at the bottom of the visa 
pile.  If work-permits are agreed on top of the 
visa or visa-waiver scheme, it is not clear how 
well positioned flamenco artists would be in 
the system. 
Even if a special performer’s visa or a visa 
waiver system is created, getting such 
documents will not be straightforward. UK 
cultural bodies lobbying Parliament on this 
issue have recommended that performers 
moving between the EU and the UK should 
have a “quality mark” and sponsorship 

from an official cultural body in their home 
country. 
There are many flamenco organisations 
in Spain from which performers already 
get references when travelling to those 
countries around the world that require such 
authentications for visas and visa-waivers. 
This could be easily extended to travel to 
the UK if required but it would add expense 
and more paperwork to the process for 
performers. It would be quite worrying if 
any UK system were to be modelled on the 
French one, which requires complex work 
permits for artists from non-EU countries, 
and for references to be taken up prior to 
issue. 

social security
When we leave the EU on 29 March 2019, 

the Government has confirmed that we will 
leave the A1 reciprocal social security system 
that applies across the EU. It will mean that 
dance and music artists from Spain who are 
permanently or even temporarily based in 
the UK will not be able to opt to pay tax and 
national insurance back home. HMRC has 
recently become very keen that freelancers 
pay tax or that contracting organisations (the 
BBC for example) deduct tax and national 
insurance from freelancer fees. EU artists 
willbe caught in HMRC’s net. 
Of course, all of the above depends on 
whether arts and culture and other lobbies 
manage to win concessions over the next few 
months. Maybe they will, but time is running 
out. The EU has said that all negotiations 
need to come to an end by October to allow 
time for assent to the deal by the remaining 
27 EU countries.  
Financial services, fishing, pharmaceuticals 
and manufacturing sectors have had the most 
airtime with the Ministry for Exiting the EU. 
There may be many upsides from Brexit yet to 
be understood.  But at the moment all we can 
see is a risk to the exchange between peoples 
and nations of such great talent, culture and 
friendship. 

Steve Carr
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in the picture
The family tree of 

the widespread gypsy 
family of El Pinini, 
drawn up by an 
Englishman, is now 
on permanent display 
in the Cristina Hoyos 
Flamenco Museum in 
Seville. It was due for 
inauguration during 
Semana Santa.

“According to the 
director that makes 
me the only living 
Englishman to have a 
permanent exhibition 
in a museum in Seville,” says Tony Bryant, of 
Torremolinos, who began work on it 12 years 
ago and has produced a book to go with it: 

The Clan of El Pinini.

Through blood and 
marriage lines it links 
just about every major 
flamenco family from 
Jerez de la Frontera, 
Lebrija, Utrera and 
Moron de la Frontera. 
It includes around 
100 famous artists 
and another 200-ish 
performers recognised 
for particular styles, 
although who are, or 
were, not professionals.

Pictured: Tony, one of our most constant 
correspondents, pictured presenting the 
family tree to the museum. 

Tony Bryant

La Chana

Old friends La Chana and Juana Jimenez pictured outside Sadler’s Wells where La Chana was 

performing in the 15th Flamenco Gala (see Pages 10-17)  

On the right Jairo Barrull - who will be part of Edmonton Flamenco Festival on April 20 - and 

left, a La Chana fan all the way from Norway.
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Sit back and enjoy a 
musical odyssey that 
will transport you 
from Spain to London, 
and all the way to the 
Malecon de la Havana, 
in a contemporary and 
very personal take on the 
concept of Ida y Vuelta.

A young girl growing 
up on the Mediterranean 
Costa Brava cherishes 
her Andaluz roots, but 
dreams of the great world 
beyond the horizon. The 
New World. Above all, 
awaiting her far away to 
the west, is the country 
of Cuba.

This is a journey imagined a thousand 
times, now realised and celebrated in Lola 
Rueda’s new album Cuba London Lola. The 
eponymous opening track sets the journey in 
motion with a sandblock shuffle that recalls La 
Ultima , a composition from Lola’s previous 
album Me Imagino; - but which then quickly 
takes off on a new and fresh tack. Jorge Bravo’s 
Charango playing is luminous and sets up a 
delightful riff which is in turn taken up by the 
vocal line. 

Production team Palenque has provided a 
consistent tonal quality that gives Lola’s two 
albums to date a distinctly recognisable and 
appealing “sound” and brings her charismatic 
vocal talents to the fore. 

The impressively diverse production and 
instrumental skills on show here allow Lola to 
demonstrate her versatility as an artist - as seen 
on Sin Dudar where she plays the role of Rock 
Goddess convincingly. All her vast experience 
as flamenco singer, dancer, and choreographer, 
and salsa artist, make for an assured and 
polished delivery across this diverse selection 
of original compositons, brought to life by the 

prodigious guitar skills 
of Jorge Bravo, producer 
/ bassist Kinacho 
and percussionist 
Demi Garcia. Session 
musicians recorded in 
Cuba and London add to 
the album’s vibrancy and 
authenticity. 

When Lola first landed 
in Cuba, she was 
singing and making 
music in the streets 
within a short time of 
her arrival. This energy 
of anticipation and 
realisation is transmitted 
successfully in tracks 

such as Como te Olvido  (4) which takes off on 
a lovely groove, and is a composition blending 
flamenco nuevo, strong latin influences and 
elements of rap, driven along by the excellent 
rhythm section.

Elsewhere tracks such as Resistiondome 
provide an opportunity for a more intimate 
dialogue between Rueda and Bravo. It was a 
real pleasure to see him performing with live 
Lola at the two-day launch in London..

The live show and a video, a “show within 
a show”, (additionally in the finale an 
opportunity for lively audience participation) 
allowed us to glimpse the enigmatic character 
España, one of a number of characters 
created along the path of various productions, 
many in collaboration with Carlos Otero. 
España is an enigmatic embodiment of the 
mysterious and cloistered womanhood of old 
Spain, a character being explored in depth in 
Republica: Carlos Otero’s vibrant theatre piece 
which has been working its way around the 
UK (made even more relevant by recent events 
in Catalonia).                                             

Tony Tonks 
Cuba London Lola. New CD by Lola Rueda. 

cuba london lola

Lola at the January Peña
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maribel - ‘la unica’
A selection of the many tributes to Maribel, dancer extraordinaire, teacher, and 

friend, begins with Mario Basilisco, scion of the Basilisco family which like many 

emigrated to this country from Spain after the horrors of the Civil War. 

Mario met Maribel back about 1965/66 when his brother Willy started at 

Antonio’s Restaurant in Long Acre, Covent Garden, as guitarist.Willy brought 

her back to our house in Bonnington Square, Vauxhall, says Mario.

She was about 22 or 23, very slim as you would imagine and very pretty. 

Very outgoing she quickly became a friend of the family.

Maribel and Paco Peña at Maribel’s Hominaje, 2016
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memorial
My father Ernesto 

used to sing a 
rumba for her that 
she loved: “Mira 
Mira Mira, Mira 
Mira Maribel .....” 
She was the best 
dancer around by 
far: she could dance 
verdiales, jota and 
other  dances that 
were not flamenco. 
She was young and 
very fast and agile 
so to accompany her 
you had to be on the 
ball and apply plenty 
of concentration on 
stage! 
Her personality 
was warm, always 
cheerful, fiery at 
times but always in a 
nice way. 
Her dancing was 
certainly fiery and 
always professional, 
which is why she performedwith El Sali’s dance 
company as did my brother Willy. 
I remember Rogelio de Malaga whom I 
accompanied for many years. He was a fine 
flamenco singer and on many occasions when 
we were performing together Maribel would 
be dancing brilliantly and he would exclaim “ 
Maribel!, ‘La Unica!’ “ the “only one “ because 
she was in a league of her own…

•••

Former dance partner Ramon Villar: 
I first met Maribel at the Urdang Academy 
in Covent Garden in the early Seventies. I 
was immediately struck with her professional 
attitude and enthusiasm towards dance. 
She first came to London as a star dancer with 
Alfred Lario’s dance company. We decided to 

work together to 
create a powerful 
dance duo, and 
teamed up with 
guitarist Tito 
Heredia and singer 
Rogelio de Malaga. 
We toured 
extensively around 
the UK and Ireland 
as well as appearing 
on Irish TV. Of the 
many highlights of 
the partnership I 
recall in particular 
performances at the 
Barbican Concert 
Hall, the Queen 
Elisabeth Hall 
South Bank, and the 
Dominium Theatre. 
I last saw Maribel at 
Malaga Airport as I 
was returning to the 
UK. She greeted me 
with her customary 
enthusiasm. It 

brought the memories flooding back.

•••

Clive Crawford, chair of the Peña: 
She was extraordinary and so committed to the 
Peña of which she was President almost since it 
was founded. 
We will miss her terribly and remember her 
with great fondness and admiration. 
Que se puede decir! (Un Abrazo from Clive)

•••

Angela Alonso, Director, Ilusion Flamenca: 
Maribel passed away on December 16 in Spain 
with her family... 
She was real brave woman and I admired her 
and I always will.

Maribel and Willy at Antonio’s 1965/66
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Can you tell 
me about the 
creative process 
of Yo Carmen?

We all know the 
story of Carmen. 
The music and 
story are part 
of our artistic 
and cultural 
formation. Part 
of what we are. 
I wanted to 
make something 
more relevant. 
So I started by 
investigating the 
opera and the 
way different 
women portray 
Carmen, not 
just here in 
Spain but in 
Japan, in Canada 
with Jeanette 
Winterson and 
more.  And I 
selected texts 
from each 
woman and those texts were spoken in the 
native language of the women who promoted a 
deeper story of women.

 I also met women in as many walks of 
life as possible. From people who were the 
subject of domestic and political violence to 
women who run multi-national companies 
and more. I spent a long time talking to them 
communicating with them, and then one 
day I said to myself “Now Maria, now you 
have enough to begin to synthesise what you 
have learned. Now you must find a way to 
tell the story of what all these women have in 
common”. That is how Yo Carmen came about.

So you are ambivalent about Merimee’s 

Carmen?
I don’t agree 

with the Carmen 
in the novel of 
Merimee. She is 
a product of a 
man. That idea 
came to me after 
years. I have 
always loved 
the opera, but 
before then I had 
no sympathy 
with Carmen. 
Then I started 
developing ideas 
of how to show a 
real Carmen. The 
type of Carmen 
that women 
would recognise 
or empathise 
with. This took 
four years of 
research, of 
which two were 
very intensive.
There was a 

work in making 
the music. I love it, but I don’t agree the novel 
of Merimee, but without doubt the music is 
wonderful. Everyone knows it.
What do you think are the major influences 

on flamenco today?
All the artists now in flamenco, and in dance, 

have had an enormous influence on each other 
and have been influenced by the outside world 
and other dances. There is an interchange, an 
influence between everything.
So does that mean it is part of the normal 

process of creative development?
It’s not a fashion, it’s a natural process of 

growth, but growth is cyclic and so is creativity. 
Modes, cycles, even fashions. The way dance 

maria turns
Carole Edrich interviews Maria Pagés in Seville for Flamenco News
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the page

and art is created is very ephemeral.

The important thing is that it is cyclic. It 
reflects the moment. Art reflects what passes. It 
reflects stories of now, stories of contemporary 
importance. It is continually reborn. The birth 
of creative ideas is influenced by religion, 
fashions, trends, our relationships with other 
people, politics, painters, society and ourselves. 
Our daily lives. That is what art is about. It tells 
and reflects life and life stories and histories. It 
has been like this since paleolithic painters put 
art on their walls. 

Do you believe that the innovators in 
flamenco have been hugely influenced by the 
Pina Bausch effect?

Of course! As I said before, flamenco 
influences and is influenced by art and dance 
and is very influenced by what happens. 
About five years ago I worked with Sidi Larbi 
Cherkaoui on Dunas. My flamenco of course 
has been influenced by contemporary art 
and dance, and it also influences. Think of 
Barishnikov. There is always a necessity to 
feed ideas from the inside. There is always an 
ida y vuelta, an exchange or coming together 
of ideas and influences that come from the 
moment. 

So do you think flamenco could have 
developed the same way without Pina Bausch?

It is difficult to answer that exactly. We don’t 
know what might have happened.

In this century, this milieu, with the politics 
and the social things happening around us, 
some aspects of the development of flamenco 
dance might have happened naturally and 
without the influence of other dance. It’s 

impossible to know.

And how does Pina Bausch influence you 
personally?

When you see Pina Bausch and the dances 
that have been created through her influence 
you cannot be indifferent. The first such dancer 
I saw made a lasting impression on me. I had 
only ever been flamenco flamenco. I had seen 
classical Spanish dance, Escuela Bolero but 
no contemporary dance. I had an enormous 
curiousity to see what it was about. And the 
performer totally lit me up, totally nspired 
me. This woman, this approach, this freedom. 
It was incredible. I was blown away by the 
strength, the influence and the unique solitary 
loneliness portrayed. I was inspired by it.

Then when I saw Pina Bausch in Paris it 
inspired me again. The freedom, the way of 
being of this dancer. Flamenco has many 
similarities in its basic concepts, and of course 
Pina Bausch and her concepts influenced me 
and others.

For me it was an insight into a different 
method of creation, a liberty of creativity. Of 
course the technical preparation was there 
and was vital, but it showed that the more 
technique that was used, the more liberty 
one had. These concepts, particularly the 
impression of freedom, are things I have tried 
to use too.

But that does not mean that everyone must 
create the same way, the Pina Bausch way. In 
fact you can create in the manner you want. 
Everyone is different and has different ways of 
creating and approaching their art. 

interview and photo. Carole Edrich

 about her show Yo Carmen at Sadler’s Wells
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goddess of compás

I first met La Chana in 1969 when I was 
performing in a night club with my then 
husband El Sali in La Vera, Tenerife. She had 
previously been a member of his company 
before branching out. He and I have remained 
in contact with her.
However, it had been at least 4-5 years since I 

visited her in her home near Gerona, so it was 
such a joy to finally catch up with her after her 
performance at the Sadler’s Wells annual gala 
in February/March 2018.
What a night! The evening began with jaleos 

extremenos with all the musicians, singers, 
and dancers Gema Moneo, Antonio Canales 
and Farru. This was followed by an absolutely 
mesmerizing alegrias sung by David El Galli. 
His voice was so beautiful; I really enjoyed 
it. Next came an energetic and strong solo 
performance of bambera from Gema Moneo, 

very gypsy. We were then given a guitar duet 
by Paco Iglesias and Juan Campallo with an 
amazing photographic backdrop of guitars, 
really beautiful.
Antonio Canales followed, dancing a soleá. 

What a strong and powerful presence! He 
could not hide his sheer joy and pleasure at 
being on stage performing, it was all over his 
face and his eyes shone (I know that feeling so 
recognised it at once). Not the best I’ve seen 
him dance but as always I loved his passion, 
eccentricity and quirkiness.
He was followed by Farru – from the Los 

Farrucos family - performing  siguiriyas with 
baston to photographs of La Chana’s face on 
either side of the stage. An amazing dancer, 
with fast footwork and “arte” with the baston 
-  but for me this performance was far too long 
with too many stops and starts (which seems 

by Juana Jimenez

La Chana on stage.
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goddess of compás
by Juana Jimenez

to be the norm these days). 
Then what we had all been waiting for: 

La Chana! She was respectfully and gently 
brought on to the stage where a chair had 
been placed for her. She was obviously very 
emotional to be back at Sadler’s Wells and 
spoke to the audience with an interpreter 
about her love of God and Flamenco. She sat 
(on her chair with the three singers Antonio 
Campos, David El Galli, and Alfredo Tejada 
behind her. She gave an incredibly powerful, 
empassioned and inspiring performance 
of soleá por bulerias with fast and strong 
zapateo, amazing!
Footwork is not so easy sitting down, which 

anyone would know if they’d tried it! The 
auditorium was on its feet and justifiably so.
 To me the best bit of the whole evening’s 

performance though, was the fiesta por tangos 

at the end, where it was obvious that the 
whole Company had enormous respect and 
tenderness towards her, she even got up for a 
few seconds, you can tell that the desire is still 
there to be on her feet, but she is just not able 
to anymore.

The flamenco world honours those who are 
older which I love. It just shows that you can 
carry on dancing even if you can’t stand to do 
it. Marvellous!

Overall it was a strong and enjoyable evening, 
its first night – it was on for three days- ended 
up lasting two hours without an interval!!!

 To top it all off though, I was able to see and 
hug my friend La Chana at the Stage Door. It 
was lovely to catch up with her and Canales 
whom I also knew back in the day. I came 
home content and happy!

La Chana at home.



An ambitious offering from this trio - 
Ursula Lopez, Tamara Lopez, Leonor Leal 
-   interpreting the work of the painter Julio 
Romero de Torres, left some dazzled and some 
bemused. The celebration of his work was 
made clear with an opening piece featuring 
the work of the artist in film format, cleverly 
zooming in, speeding up, blurring and 
focusing, inviting the audience to be drawn 
into the piece if they so wished. Accompanied 
by daringly different music, flamenco- 
inspired rather than traditional flamenco form, 
perfectly mirroring the work of the artist J.R.T.

Undoubtedly well produced, this show has 
a wealth of support behind it. The influence 
on principal dancers Ursula and Tamara 
Lopez of their experience with Ballet Nacional 
can be seen. Ursula was in La Layenda (who 
remembers the longest bata de cola ever to 
grace the Sadler’s Wells stage?) with Ballet 
Nacional at Sadler’s Wells some years ago.

This show has big production values in set 

design, costume and lighting, all contributing 
to a programme that is pushing boundaries 
while showcasing their great knowledge and 
talent in traditional flamenco dance and pure 
flamenco. Whether daring to dance in bare 
feet,or taking the moments to challenge every 
pre-conception of a flamenco show. 

Perhaps the show would have dazzled if I 
had a better grasp of the Spanish language; 
some sections left me bemused rather 
than enthralled. The most memorable 
parts were the solos by each dancer - a pot 
pouri of passion from Tamara; Leonor was 
outstanding, powerful and poetic; Ursula 
commanding, a great presence - all virtuoso in 
their own ways. But the ensemble pieces were 
wrought with imagination and visual imagery. 
There, a tableau of the trio entwined under 
red light evoking a Grecian tragedy. There, 
the imagery of matadors. There, a frisson of 
shock as their voices shout as part of their 
choreography. There, lulled 
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painter and flamenco

xxx

Leonor Leal • Tamara López • Úrsula López

continued >>
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magical mystery

Isabel Bayon • photo: alejandro espadero

There was a 
twinkly Christmas 
tree onstage, its 
lights responding 
to the music. 
Surprise hung 
over the audience. 
After all this 
was billed as a 
flamenco show. 
The tree shook 
itself and, lights 
ablaze, trolled 
itself off stage. 
More surprise. 
It was at Sadler’s 
Wells, the show 
was Isabel Bayon’s 
Dju Dju (or 
voodoo), meaning 
Magic, and magic 
it was.

It turned out the tree was borne on a little 
four-wheeled cart -  we’ll call it Magic shall 
we…Audience delighted, Magic reappeared 
at intervals, apparently untouched by human 
hand, bearing some gift appropriate to what 
was going on onstage. Though I’m not sure 
what the white china cat at the end was 
about unless countering the black cat of 
superstition’s witches. 

Gypsies, through early travels through far 
countries, epitomised fear of the unknown, 

which they 
absorbed into 
flamenco. The 
music chosen for 
this collaboration 
between Isabel 
Bayon and Israel 
Galván could not 
be other than 
Peteneras, of 
mysterious origin 
and still regarded 
as the “bad luck” 
song. Hints of old-
time travels came 
with Japanese 
clogs – a wooden 
sole supported 
on two wooden 
crosspieces, which 

Bayon developed with zapateado using just the 
front edge of the sole and the front crosspiece.

We also had barefoot flamenco, which seems 
to be the thing these days.

Isabel Bayon formed her own company 
in 2001. Artists with her at Sadler’s Wells 
included dancers Alicia Márquez, Nieves 
Casablanca; guitar Jesus Torres, singer David 
Lagos;  clavichord and keyboard Alejandro 
Rojas-Marcos; “aparato” Pedro G. Romero. 
VK

and entranced by

the dancer singing - dancers, singing! 

Flamenco guitarist, Alfredo Lagos was joined 
by guitarist Antonio Duro, saxophonist 
Juan M. Jimenez, and percussionist Antonio 
Moreno, and the splendid singers Gema 
Caballero and Elena Morales. Between them, 

they provided a soundscape against which the 
dancers could create their interpretation of the 
art of J.R.T. Sometimes discordant, sometimes 
distinctly other-worldly, but always with 
intention.This show intended to provoke a 
reaction, and it was brave and colourful.                                                                                                                                      

Rowena Ritchie

14 continued >>

 • • •
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spectacular jesús
I have been lucky to know and learn from 
some of the greatest bailadores (Spanish 
flamenco dancers from the 1930s to the 1980s). 
Seeing Jesús Carmona at Sadler’s Wells was 
a revelation in how flamenco at its best has 
evolved and changed from the 20th to the 21st 
Century. The flamenco I witnessed in London 
and Madrid and Seville during the 1950s-60s 
was a Moorish Christian art form combined 
with the hatred and violence of the Spanish 
Civil War.

Dance is a physical expression of every race 
and nation. Jesús Carmona’s Impetus gave one 
an insight to the rhythmic precision a great 
artist can produce using the basic flamenco 
rhythms, one of these being the siguiriyas 
compás 1 2 3 and 4 and 5. Carmona showed 
us how flamenco as an art form has evolved, 

physically and athletically but not spiritually.

Judging by what I saw this season, flamenco 
has lost its colourful flamboyance as typified 
by Carmen Amaya, Antonio and Rosario. The 
flamenco presentations of these three artists 
reflected the colourful glorification of Easter 
as a celebration of joy, gratitude and intense 
pageantry which can best be expressed by the 
universal cry at the time “Viva Sevilla”.

The flamenco I saw at Sadler’s Wells reflects 
Andalusian Spain as it is today – professional, 
materialistic and very spectacular.

Jesús Carmona, Ana Agraz, Águeda García, 
Marta Gálvez, Angel Reyes, Christian García, 
singer Juan José Amador, guitar Daniel Jurado, 
violin Thomas Potirón, percussion Francisco 
Vega. 

Trader Faulkner

 Rafaela Carrasco’s Born a Shadow was the 
concluding show of the season, with Rafaela 
performing and directing a tight company of two 
singers, two guitarists and three additional dancers, 
all extremely talented and experienced (one would 
expect no less from this festival!).
Like several other shows I saw, flamenco dance 
was blended with contemporary dance moves, the 
spoken word featured significantly, and the focus 
was on the writing and experiences of women 
plucked from Spanish history.
 In this production, a wide range of musical styles 
was employed, including jazz. Unlike the other 
shows, this one had “sur-titles” that translated 
what was being spoken, and while this was a boon 
to non-Spanish speakers (giving us access to the 
writings and source material that inspired the 
ballet) it often distracted from the dancing taking 
place on stage below.
I am a great fan of Rafaela Carrasco, but sadly this 
year I did not find the show as exciting or inspiring 
as in the past.  It was indeed a beautifully executed 
ballet, but, for my taste, it could have done with 

more variety of pace, energy and mood. 
Highlights for me were mostly the flamenco 
tipico moments: the early bulerías giving a chance 
to tell the three supporting artists apart in their 
mini-pata’itas; the fandangos danced by Paula 
Comitre – such élan, vivacity and buoyancy, 
the cantina,  a Rafaela solo, where her moves, 
witty zapateado (seen clearly thanks to her 
white zapatos) and spirit seemed directly inspired 
by the terrific singing - one singer had a powerful 
barrel-chested voice, the other a more piercing 
tenor tone, both totally committed, focused yet free, 
and finally The Prayer in which the four dancers 
performed in perfect unison and where poses of 
supplication indeed touched me.
I look forward to Compania Rafaela Carrasco’s 
next ballet, in the hope that it may just be a bit 
more flamenco and little less ballet!
Artists: Rafaela Carrasco, Florencia O’Ryan, 
Carmen Angulo, Paula Comitre, dancers; Jesús 
Torres, Juan Antonio Suárez “Cano”, guitar; 
Antonio Campos, Miguel Ortega, singers.

Danielle Allan

‘Impressions of shadows’
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The presentation 
of live cante 
flamenco was due 
a makeover. The 
age-old format 
is for singers to 
come on stage, 
on one by one, 
settle into the 
chair next to a 
patient guitarist, 
cough a bit while 
the guitarist gets 
into tune, mutter 
a quick “bien” and 
then gently glide into a dark jondo number, 
building up a furious bulerías at the end of 
the set. Then on to the next singer, and so on 
until the veteran artist does their bit at the 
end.  The polar opposite was this very polished 
show, Tempo de Luz.  It was masterminded 
and staged by Isidro Muñoz, the record 
producer and guitarist.  Featuring the youngish 
Arcángel, the not-so-young gypsy cantaora 
Marina Heredia and the mature and revered 
Carmen Linares, it was a slick show across 
the generations. Three very different singers, 
melded together into a single wall of sound.   

Against the grain, they started off together 
with a blistering bulerías, all three in chorus, 
then taking turns to display their own style. A 
superb tientos began “a golpe” with the singers 
rapping their side tables with their knuckles. 
The fandangos from Arcángel was superb, 
of course, given his Huelva heritage. But he 
never really found his own voice, remaining 
in a comfort zone mimicking the melismas 
of Enrique Morente.  Marina Heredia was 
majestic and spirited in all she did and gave the 
show some character. A surprise of the evening 
was the dance-free sevillanas, deploying the 
spine-chilling “crucfico” letras, penned by 

Muñoz years 
back for the 
late and great 
Camarón de la 
Isla.

The high point 
was Carmen 
Linares.  Not the 
singer she once 
was, having lost 
the power of 
her voice, but 
what she lacked 
in volume and 
pitch, she made 

up in depth, tone and texture, most effectively 
in a beautiful soleá. There was poetry borrowed 
from Alberti, Garcia Lorca and great deal 
from Cádiz, such as an excellent alegrías and 
mirabrás.

Miguel Ángel Cortés on lead guitar was 
careful to take his time when supporting the 
slower palos (song forms), but he veered off 
into jazz riffs a little too often and was himself 
sometimes drowned out by the distinctly rock 
and roll drumming of Paquite González. Ana 
Morales, a deserved star of the the Ballet 
Flamenco de Andalucía, provided highly 
choreographed and angular dance interludes, 
especially convincing in the closing session.  

The lighting was dramatic, the costumes were 
smart and the gestures highly rehearsed.  Each 
song followed the last quickly and smoothly 
with just seconds spared for applause, much as 
a DJ cues turntable discs. The show has been 
touring Europe and the US, bringing bigger 
audiences for flamenco singing. Progress is 
good, of course, but in this show there were 
few moments for awkward silence, spontaneity, 
humour, and consequently too little space for 
flamenco magic to be conjured up.

Steve Carr

carmen linares
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Rocío Márquez has released her new CD, 
Firmamento, accompanied by some excellent 
piano, sax and percussion musicians from 
the Lorca Project band, all working together 
beautifully with the track Alegrías y Paseres 
(joys and sorrows), a slow and sad bulerías 
made famous by Niña de las Peines and 
here flavoured with the melismas of Enrique 
Morente.
One-time lead male dancer at London’s Costa 

Dorada flamenco bar, David Romero, has 
blended flamenco with the sardana dance in 
his latest Barcelona show. The show’s name, 
Charengo, is a derogatory word used by 
Catalan zealots to refer to Spanish-speaking 
people from other regions, such as Romero’s 
parents who moved from Huelva in the 1960s 
to find work and life in Cataluña. He’s making 
a timely point, artistically.
Flamenco is a dynastic art. Sons and daughters 

of the greats seek to make their own mark. 
We have young off-spring such as Rancapino 
Chico, Israel Fernández, El Graníno, María 
Terremoto and now Kiki Morente, son of 
Enrique, has taken up singing, having given up 
the guitar. His jolly new debut CD, Albayzín, 
features the guitar of another descendant of 

Granada flamenco excellence, Juan Habichuela 
nieto, grandson of the late and great Juan 
Carmona Habichuela.

“Style over substance” was how the rise to 
fame of Rosalía was greeted by some last year. 
This “millennial” generation singer from 
Barcelona has now beaten rap and rock stars 
to take the Los Ruido music prize (Spain’s 
Mercury prize) for her Los Ángeles recording 
of 12 flamencoish songs, each on the theme of 
death.

The flamenco singer, El Moneo (Manuel 
Moneo Lara) died in Jerez last December 
aged 68. Often preforming with his brother, 
El Torta, and accompanied by the guitar of El 
Morao, he followed the style of Manuel Torre. 
His metal and

profoundly jondo voice was excellent in 
the siquiriyas, soleares and tarantos. Moneo 
issued his last recording, A Manué, last 
year. His greatest triumph was possibly the 
captivating mano-a-mano martinete with 
Agujetas, captured beautifully in Carlos Saura’s 
Flamenco film.

Steve Carr

news from spain
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the future of tradition
In this well-researched new book, Flamenco, 

Regionalism and Musical Heritage in Southern 
Spain (Routledge), Matthew Machin-
Autenrieth explores flamenco as a ground 
for debate over Spanish regional and cultural 
identity.

The author is an academic ethnomusicologist 
and guitar player,and set out to show how 
flamenco has been politically and culturally 
appropriated by the region of Andalucía. 
He demonstrates how flamenco is referred 
to as a culturally distinguishing fact (hecho 
diferencial) and is even cited in Andalucía’s 
statute of autonomy.   Estremadura, with its 
unique approach to the bulerías and tangos 
and Murcia with its free-form mining songs 
are thus treated as peripheral in the “official” 
history of flamenco. As the book demonstrates, 
the great achievement of the Andalusian 
government and its flamenco institutions came 
in 2010 when flamenco was recognised by 
UNESCO as  “an intangible cultural heritage 
of humanity”, with Andalucía identified in 
the declaration as being ‘the heartland’ of 
flamenco. 

The book discusses the influence of key 
intellectuals, writers and composers of 
the 19th Century, and early 20th Century, 
Antonio Machado, Demófilo, Blas Infante, 
García-Lorca and Manuel de Falla. They gave 
rise to “flamencologia” and “andalucismo” 
intellectualism, a tradition of thinking 
influenced by Hugo Schuchard, a German 
linguist who believed (wrongly) that he 
had scientifically proven flamenco to be an 
Andalusian folk culture, rather than primarily 
gypsy in origin.

The book discusses the Franco regime’s 
presentation of a stylised form of flamenco 
as a Spanish national culture and a tool 
for promoting tourism.  The regional 
decentralisation that followed Franco saw the 
rise of various flamenco organisations, which 
sought to take flamenco music and dance back 
to its roots, to the “pure” palos of the”arbol 
flamenco” (flamenco tree). Flamenco became 

to be seen as grounded in specific communities 
in Andalucía, in the “golden triangle” of Seville, 
Jerez and Cádiz.

Despite a decade of fiscal crisis since 2008, 
the Andalusian government’s flamenco 
institutions have continued to give priority 
to the funding of flamenco over other arts, 
supporting a rich calendar of festivals and 
educational initiatives.

The author discusses how such extensive 
flamenco infrastructure is in large part due to 
the long reign of PSOE (the socialist party) in 
Andalucía. Funding for flamenco is, however, 
now open to challenge from the left-wing 
Podemos movement and the new Citizens 
political party, whose policies display less of 
the regionalist sentiment with which flamenco 
has been associated.

The book also highlights concerns by 
performers themselves that the long-standing 
official stamp of approval from regional 
government may have worked against creative 
freedom. The recent campaign Flamenco es un 
derecho (Flamenco is a Right) is an example 
of such a reaction against the conservativism 
within the main flamenco funding bodies.

Machin-Autenrieth spent much time in 
Granada, absorbing its distinct granadino or 
“flamenco-oriental” identity and writes well 
about its Moorish flamenco scene, with its 
zambra gitana style and unique palos, such 
as the granaínas. He discusses how official 
flamenco bodies in Jerez and Seville have 
sought to marginalise Granada’s eastern 
tradition of flamenco and how it survives 
without much state support. The author also 
seems to have had much fun in the Albaicín 
district of the city, hanging out in flamenco 
guitar classes and flamenco clubs and meeting 
interesting people.  He ends the book not as an 
academic but as a flamenco aficionado: “with 
or without institutional support, it is flamencos 
themselves who will carry the tradition forward 
into the future”.

Steve Carr



places to go

Spanish Steps, film by Anna Holmes, plus QandA session. 

6.30pm April 18, Nash Theatre (K2.31) Kings College London, Strand WC2R 2LS:  

Joint event by Flamenco Fix radio and Instituto Cervantes.

Free but booking essential. • www.eventbrite.com
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Feria
And on to our Next 

Big Thing - the Feria de 
Abril. It is on Sunday, 
April 8, from 4pm to 
7pm (note that start 
time is later than 
usual). It is going to be 
a packed programme 
of live music and 
performances. Plus two 
competitions: best child 
costume and best adult. 
And there will be food. 
The event is jointly 
organised between 
the Peña and Ilusion 
Flamenca, headed by 
Angela Alonso. Tickets 
£12 + booking fee if booked through Evenbrite 
or £15 on the door. Members £10, children 
under 5 free, 5 – 15 £5,  child performers free.

Bursary
The Ron Hitchins bursary – worth £300, to 

be spent on flamenco towards a course or 
costume perhaps – is to be organised again 
this year. The competition will take place at 
the November juerga and the presentation in 
December. Application forms will be available 

before classes break 

up for the summer, 

through info@

flamenco-london.

org.uk. Closing date 

September 30.

La Chana

La Chana the 

documentary, having 

now been seen at a UK  

“venue” – the Lilian 

Baylis at Sadler’s Wells 

–the Peña is hoping to 

get permission to show 

it , either at our venue 

or elsewhere. More 

next issue.

Sara Sanchez

As a last word, a picture from our magnificent 

Christmas show. It was performed by a group 

got together by our old friend Jingle. The big 

star was young Sara Sanchez, who made such 

an impression six months before when she 

was only 12. She had made immense progress 

in the interim and showed a maturity beyond 

her years, especially in partner numbers with 

Joaquin Ruiz.

Sara Sánchez and Joaquin Ruiz

peña page
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n a t i o n a l  l i s t i n g s
• FLAMENCO EXPRESS 

APRIL with Jasmine Villalobos & El Halcón   
15. The Ritzy. Brixton Oval. SW2 1JG.  

0871 902 5739 • www.picturehouse.co.uk 

21. The Red Hedgehog. 255-257 Archway Rd. N65BS         

0208 348 5050 • www.redhedgehog.co.uk 

April with Alejandro Molinero and Pedro Sanz 

27. Brunswick. 1 Holland Road. Hove. BN3 1JF 

0127 373 3984 • www.thebrunswick.net 

28. DÉDA. 19 Chapel St, Derby DE1 3GU.  

01332 370 911• www.deda.uk.com 

JUNE with Alejandro Molinero & Sara Peréz 

7 Courtyard Theatre. 40 Pitfield St, London N1 6EU 

0844 477 1000 • www.thecourtyard.org 

8 New Cut Arts. New Cut, Halesworth, IP19 8BY 

0300 3033211 • www.newcut.org 

9  Winchester Theatre Royal. Jewry Street, SO23 8SB 

01962 840440 • www.theatreroyalwinchester.co.uk

JULY with Emilio Ochando & Nati Garcia 

18 CLF Arts. 133 Rye Lane, Peckham. SE15 4ST 

0207 732 8493  • www. clfartcafe.org 

19 The Brunswick. 1 Holland Rd, Hove BN3 1JF 

0127 373 3984 • www.thebrunswick.net 

20 The Red Hedgehog. 255-257 Archway Rd. N6 5BS         

0208 348 5050 • www.redhedgehog.co.uk

SEPTEMBER with Emilio Ochando & Antonio el Pola 

20 Watermans Arts Centre. 40 High St, Brentford TW80DS 

020 8232 1010 • www.waterman’s.org.uk 

21 The Red Hedgehog. 255-257 Archway Rd. N6 5BS         

0208 348 5050 • www.redhedgehog.co.uk 

22. The Bull Theatre. 68 High Street. Barnet. EN5 5SJ 

box: 0845 860 2855 • www.thebulltheatre.com 

23 Upstairs at the Ritzy. 469 Brixton Rd, SW2 1JQ 

0971 902 5739 • www.picturehouse.co.uk

OCTOBER 

11 Trinity Arts. Church Road, Tunbridge Wells, TN1 1JP.  

01892 678 678 • www.trinitytheatre.net

• JUAN MARTIN 

MAY  
24 ERT, 10 Lord Roberts Rd, Beverley HU17 9BE  

01482 874050 • www.eastridingtheatre.co.uk 

25. Arts at Trinity, Boar Lane, Leeds LS1 6HW 

0113 440 0573 • www.artsattrinity.co.uk

26. Arlington Arts, Mary Hare, Newbury RG14 3BQ 

01635 244246 • www.arlingtonarts.co.uk

27. Waterside Arts, 1 Waterside Plaza, Sale, M33 7ZF  

0161 912 5616 • www.watersidearts.org 

29. The Theatre, 2 Spring St. Chipping Norton OX75NL  

01608 642350 • www.chippingnortontheatre.com

30. Chapel Arts, Lower Borough Walls, Bath BA1 1QR 

01225 463362 • www.wegottickets.com 

31. Clitheroe Grand, 18 York St, Clitheroe, BB72DL 

01200 421599 • www.thegrandvenue.co.uk

JUNE  
3. The Old Chapel, The Tye, Alfriston, East 

Sussex tickets in person only Hailsham Pavillion or by 

phone: 01323 841414

• PACO PEÑA & FRIENDS 

APRIL 16 Queen Elizabeth Hall.  
South Bank Centre. Belvedere Rd, London SE1 8XX 

020 3879 9555 • www.southbankcentre.co.uk

• PEÑA FLAMENCA de LONDRES 

April  8. Feria! Live music. 4pm - 7pm. 

June 10 Juerga in Memory of Maribel 
Church Hall of the Church of the Holy Apostles, 

Cumberland Street, SW1V 4LY

paco peña
Paco Peña returns to the Queen Elizabeth Hall, London, on April 16.  
The solo first part of the programme reflects his initial performances at the Queen Elizabeth 
Hall in the 1970s. 
In the second part he is joined by Rafael Montilla and José Luis Fernández for arrangements 
for three guitars with the aim of adding a further dimension to the potential of flamenco 
guitar. Finally top Spanish soprano Auxiliadora Toledano will join them to sing Siete canciones 
populares españolas by Manuel de Falla, and songs by Federico García Lorca.
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l o n d o n
ANITA LA MALTESA • Wednesdays 11.30am-3.30pm 
all levels. Quad Club,  Crowne Plaza, Marlow. 078757 
68608. 0208 630 9488  
anitalamaltesa@hotmail.com. www.fiestaflamenca.
com

BARRACA (SAM QUY) • Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday 
and Saturday Central London: Monday Harrow, 
Thursday Amersham, Bucks. iinfo@flamencoshow 

BETTY CID • Flamenco, Spanish Classical, ballet. 
Rivercourt Methodist Church, Hammersmith W6 
078331 95361. www.bettycidflamenco.co.uk

CARLOS OTERO • Wednesdays City Academy, Lupus 
Street, Pimlico, SW1 4LY. City-academy.com 
or 0207 042 8833.  
New class Mondays Husky Studios 29A Amelia Street, 
SE17 3PY. (Elephant and Castle) 07706 333 056

CARMELA ROMERO • Tuesdays, Jackson’s Lane, 
289a Archway Road, Highgate N5 5AA. Fridays, 
Expressions Studio, 39/51 Highgate Road, Kentish 
Town NW5 1RS. Also private tuition and children’s 
classes.  Carmelabesso@gmail.com. 07816 896678

CONCHITA DEL CAMPO • Sundays Spanish Dance 
Society syllabus and teacher’s certification classes. 
Dance Attic, 368 North End Rd. SW6.  0207 722 1563

EMMA LA GRIZADA • Tuesdays, preceded by 
children’s class. West Greenwich Community Centre, 
141 Greenwich High Road, Greenwich SE10 
0208 305 6888 • ritmoflamenco@gmail.com 
www.ritmoflamenco.co.uk

ESCUELA DE BAILE • Nuria Garcia Mondays, Tuesdays, 
Wednesdays, Thursdays. Haverstock School, 24 
Haverstock Hill, NW3. Fridays, daytime. Dance Works, 
16 Balderton Street, W1.  
07795 166590. info@ledb.co.uk • www.ledb.co.uk 
Rowena. Saturdays. Dance Works. 

FELIPE de ALGECÍRAS • Third Thursday in month. 
Jackson’s Lane, Highgate.  feliflam@hotmail.com

FENELLA JUANITA - Flamenco and Spanish Dance, 
including SDS syllabus.  Mondays, Fridays, Saturdays 
and some Sundays, Morley College, Waterloo.  
Wednesdays and Saturdays, Ealing.   
Private lessons.  Workshops.  Performances.   
07711 262771.  fenellajuanita@me.com www.
facebook.com/InfoFenellaJuanita

FLAMENCO CON GUSTO • Tuesdays and Thursdays 
daytime. City Lit, Holborn. www.DanielleAllan.com, 
www.citylit.ac.uk 
Wednesdays, Expressions Studios, 39-51 Highgate 
Road, NW5. Thursdays, Neal’s Yard, Covent Garden. 
Saturdays, The Sun, 21 Drury Lane, WC2. Private 
tuition and performance  
07765 261 477. danielleallan@yahoo.co.uk.

JACQUELINE CHRISTIE • McAlpine Dance Studio, 
Longfield Hall, 50 Knatchbull Road, London SE5 9QY 
Jackie 0208 690 7248.

FLAMENCO PASIÓN 
Hammersmith and Fulham. Mondays and Tuesdays, 
evening, Wednesdays daytime

ILUSION FLAMENCA • Mondays The Place, Euston; 
Tuesdays Fitness First, High Holborn. Thursdays  and 
Saturdays. The Gym, Covent Garden.  
07931 341 754.  www.ilusionflamenca.co.uk 
ilusionflamenca@hotmail.com

JUANI GARCÍA • Beckenham and Wimbledon, all 
levels. 0208 944 8790

LA FUMI • Fumie Akiya de Mena. Thursdays, Kentish 
Town. 07833554380. lafumi.london@yahoo.co.uk • 
www.freewebs.com/lafumi

LA JOAQUINA • Private classes. Intermediate and 
Experienced level. Greenwich Dance.  
jaki@flamencoexpress.co.uk. 
www.flamencoexpress.co.uk

LA MORENITA FLAMENCA • Small World Dance 
and Wellness Centre, Unit 11, Eurolink Centre. 49 
Effra Road, Brixton SW2 1BZ (bell 011) Saturdays, 
Thursdays, Fridays. www.lamorenitaflamenca.co.uk 
michellecarrier2003@yahoo.co.uk

LOLA RUEDA • Mondays  and Tuesdays Dance Attic, 
368 North End Road, SW6. Mlola@btworld.com. 07931 
578 950

ROSARIO SERRANO • Tuesdays and Thursdays, 23 
Garage Studio. 
Priest’s Bridge, Sheen, Richmond. 0203 441 3011

ROWENA: Tower Hamlets Ideas Store, Whitechapel, 
Tuesdays and Wednesdays. tel. 020 7364 5665 
10 - 4pm, Monday - Friday, or nearest Ideas Store. 
Course codes: beginners A4346, improvers A3722, 
intermediate A3197.

SABOR FLAMENCO • Classes for beginners and 
not complete beginners with Gabriela. Fridays 
from 10am. Walthamstow E17. 07757 644841 www.
saborflamenco.webeden.co.uk

SARA OLIVAR • Flamenco Olivar Studio, 6 Village Way 
SE21 7AW,  Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Saturdays; 
Grafton Regal Dance Centre, 7 Village Way, SE21 
7AW  Thursdays, 0797 210 9801

THEO DANTES • Saturdays. Arts Educational School, 
14 Bath Road, Chiswick. choreography and SDS 
syllabus.0208 390 4088, 07786667832 theodantes@
yahoo.co.uk

VERENA FLAMENCO • Gloucester Road, Earls Court 
and Hammersmith, verenaflamenco@hotmail.com 
info@luzflamenca.com 07910 022 628
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BERKSHIRE 
Ángela Alonso. Martin’s Herons Community Centre, Bracknell. 
Wednesdays. 07931 341 754. illusionflamenca@hotmailcom

BIRMINGHAM and DERBY 
Ana García.0121 240 7828. 0705 004 1628

BRIGHTON, HOVE and HORSHAM 
Ana Dueñas Leon, 01273 506681. info@flamencodance.
co.uk.Lola Rueda, Wednesdays, Rox Studios, Hove. 
07931578950 
The Flamenco Dance Academy, Brighton and Hove,  
infobh@flamencodanceacademy.com. 07531 104 301.  
www.flamencodanceacademy.com,  Also children’s class.

BRISTOL and CARDIFF 
José García. 01633 865 325

BUCKS 
Camino del Flamenco. Mondays, High Wycombe.  
Tuesdays. Abingdon . Rosi Reed 01295 738869  
production@caminodelflamenco.co.uk

CAMBRIDGE 
Thurid Gspann,Tuesdays, St Augustine’s Church, Richmond 
Road. Plus Felipe Algeciras once per month.  
info@danceflamencocambridge.co.uk

DUBLIN 
Felipe de Algeciras 0207 511 8264. feliflam@hotmail.com 
www.flamencoindalo.com

g u i t a r
FRANCISCO ANTONIO 
flamenco guitarist, concerts, tuition, background 
music. 
0207 328 4077. info@estiloflamenco.com

MARIO BASILISCO 
0208 653 9526. mobile 07986 348 792

JORGE BRAVO 
performance, tuition all levels.7870 457265

CHRIS CLAVO 
Guitar lessons in London. Compas, technique, 
falsetas. Accompaniment for singers & dancers. 0208 
299 1356 07718 103824. www.flamencoexpress.co.uk

TONY EL DESPEINAO 
Performance and guitar tuition, London SE.  
0208 690 8424.  tony.tonks@talktalk.net

JERO FÉREC 
Tuition Southampton area plus performances all 
areas of Zambra group  0750 508 1127,  
jero.ferec@hotmail.co.uk 

STEVE HOMES 
Performance, tuition all levels. 07732 131 976

JINGLE 
Classes with Jingle, stay at his Nerja home. Solo or 
two students sharing. 0034 952 52 25 34

JUAN RAMIREZ 
Private tuition, Forest Hill, South London. 07850 843880 

MATTHEW BIRCH 
www.matthewbirchmusic.webs.com

RAMÓN RUIZ 
Private tuition.Notting Hill Gate and Chiswick  
0208 993 3660 , 07940 592 138

GLENN SHARP 
Manchester.Solo guitarist and flamenco guitar lessons.
www.myspace.com/calaitaflamenco,  
www.thedancehouse.co

TITO HEREDIA 
all levels, private tuition or groups. 0208 671 2477

•  c l a s s e s  •

ESSEX 
Juana Jiménez, Sundays. Dovedale Sports Centre, 
Chelmsford. Essex Dance. 01245 346036  
Giovanna Clark-Cilia, Wednesdays, JADA Studios, 
Burdett Rd, Southend. SS1 2TN.  
www.southendflamenco.co.uk.  
southendflamenco@gmail.com, 01702 465244 
Giovanna Clark-Cilia, Wednesdays, Studio 2  
Amanda Restell Dance Academy, 7 Glendale 
Gardens, Leigh-on-Sea, SS9 2AP.  
www.amandarestellacademy.com

HAMPSHIRE  
Estér: Ringwood  Health and Leisure Centre, 
Mondays and Wednesdays.  
www.mi-flamenco.com

NORWICH 
Strictly Flamenco - Debbie Warren Green 
Tuesdays at Dimensions Fitness Dance Studio, 
Norwich. 01603 402490  
www.strictlyflamenco.co.uk

OXFORDSHIRE 
Amarita Vargas, Oxford. 0845 4569459, 0790 426 
0636. www.oxfordflamencoacademy.co.uk

SUSSEX 
Carmen Pacheco. Tuition all levels and 
choreography.  
01798 343030. Email: npachecojondo@gmail.com.

a r o u n d  b r i t a i n
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children’s classes

JASMINE VILLALOBOS 
flamenco singing, all levels  
0208 671 2477

LEO POWER 

leopowercai@hotmail.com

cante tuition

ANGELA ÁLONSO 

Belleville School, Clapham Junction. 
Fridays. 
Ilusion Flamenca! 07931341754 
www.ilusionflamenca.co.uk

ESCUELA DE BAILE 

Saturday Dance and Drama School.  
Haverstock School,  
24 Haverstock Hill, NW3 2BQ  
Nuria Garcia, 020 8905 4554,  
07795166590, info@ledb.co.uk

FENELLA JUANITA 

Flamenco and Spanish Dance, SDS 

syllabus.

Wednesdays and Saturdays, Ealing, 

West London

Tel:  07711 262771 - fenellajuanita@

me.com - www.facebook.com/Info.

FenellaJuanita

CARMELA ROMERO 

Father Michael Hollings Centre,  
Sutherland  Place, Bayswater,  
London W2 5DJ

SARA OLIVAR 

Brockwell Lido, Dulwich Road, SE24 
0PA  
(Herne Hill) Wednesdays.  
saraolivar@hotmail.com

BRIGHTON AND HOVE 
The Flamenco Dance Academy 
www.flamencodanceacademy.com

size & position   colour black & white 
full-page back or inside-back £100 n/a 
inside half-page   £70 £50 
inside quarter-page  £60 £40

also

insertion in magazine listings and on website (2,000 hits/month) 
inclusion in monthly mailout of 2,000

flamenco news advertising rates
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El Mundo Flamenco

62 Duke Street • London W1K 6JT • 020 7493 0033 

Everything Flamenco - in the Heart of London 
www.elmundoflamenco.co.uk


